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Computerized Checkout -An Update

Presented by DR.HAROLDs. RICKER

Presents a progress report on the development
of the computerized checkout systems in retail food
stores. Suggests areas for related research before the
full potential of the new system can be realized.

DLL.HAHOLDs. RUCKER is Marlceting Specialist, Retailing
Research, Transportation and Facilities Research Divi-
sion, ARS, USDA, He received his Ph.D. from Ohio
State University in 1964 and was Associate Professor and
Chairman, Department of Food Marketing, Saint Jo-
sep~s College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1964-70.

At the 1lth annual meeting of the Food Distribution
Research Society in St. Louis, a conference session was
devoted to advanced checkout systems. Two computer-
ized checkout systems, the IMS Marketron Retailer Sys-
tem and the Charecogn System, were presented and
discussed. I will briefly discuss the progress since that
time and highlight other developments related to es-
tablishing computerized checkout systems in retail food
stores,

The total computerized checkout system is assumed
to encompass the activities of ordering, inventory control,
pricing, checkstand operations, sales analysis, management
control, labor scheduling, advertising, promotion, and
customer relations, All employees and management at
the store, warehouse, and headquarters level will find
their work methods influenced by a computerized system.
It encompasses much more than the process of checking
out the customer’s order. The key to the system’s effec-
tiveness is the ability to scan code marked or tagged
merchandise.

There are two developments of some significance that
have a bearing on the rate with which computerized
checkout systems will be adopted and installed in re-
tail food stores. They are ( 1 ) industry agreement on
the structure of a universal product identification code
and (2) adoption of a standard machine readable sym-
bol for that code, Until manufacturers, processors, and
retailers agree on the code structure and symbol, the
maximum potential benefits of cornputerfized systems will
not be achieved,

Almost all of the devices that are proposed for im-
proving throughput at the checkstand and all of the
devices for capturing specific transaction data at the
checkstand rely on the use of a code number to identify
each item. The way in which this identification process
takes place varies with the type of system used, One

aPPrOaCII might have a checker visually read the code
and manually key it into the register which is connected
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to the computer. Other approaches use mechanical de-
vices such as a scanner to read the code and pass it on
to the computer.

The Ad Hoc Industry Committee has concluded that
a 10-digit all numeric mixed code would be the most
pragmatic solution to the code structure issue, This
means that each manufacturer would be assigned a 5-
digit identification code and he in turn would assign a
code to each of his products. The 10-digit code repre-
sents a compromise between manufacturers and retailers
and is compatible with the drug and national health
items code.

The Ad Hoc Industry Committee has not selected a
standard symbol to represent the code on individual
products. Instead it chose to adopt tentative guidelines
for symbol standardization, The symbol must be fully
defined, which means it is necessary to determine speci-
fications, inchlding dimensional tolerances, color require-
ments, types of materials acceptable, etc. for every kind
of package or container in use by the industry. Other
factors such as the ease with which the symbol can
be reproduced at the store, ease of readability without
orienting the package to the machine, and effect on
throughput must also be considered. At this time the
guidelines for the symbol have not been developed com-
pletely and accepted by the grocery industry, Once the
guidelines have been verified, the committee recom-
mends operational tests of prototype scan systems in
typical store environments prior to the final selection of
a standard symbol.

A time table for the code that has been proposed by
the committee indicates that a plan for administering
the code will be developed, and in early 1972 a code
management agency will be established, Following this
action will come the many specific steps of conversion
by manufacturer and retailer which will stretch into
1974. Guidelines for the symbol development will be
finished this fall leading to in-store tests during 1972
with a target for selecting a symbol by early 1973.
Following symbol selection it will probably be 1 to 2
years before scanning is being used extensively. Of
course, this time table could be delayed slightly by
current economic conditions and publicity given to the
Marketron System financial problems.

The Charecogn System will be discussed first since
we have the most detailed information on it, Last year
Charecogn loaned a working trial model of their system
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to the USDA for an evaluation to determine how well
it satisfied performance specifications that had been pre-
viously proposed by the Department. This model was
delivered to Hyattsville, Maryland, where it was set
Up in a laboratory for three months for an engineering
and economic evaluation by the Wholesaling and Re-
tailing Group of the Transportation and Facilities Re-
search Division,

The system has as its key component, a hand-held
electronic scanner that will “read” a code placed on the
package. The code is identified in a computer with
the specific size, brand, and price of the item, When
the food item is checked out, the scanner reads the
code and the item’s price is immediately displayed at
the cash register. After all of the customer’s order is
checked, the customer receives an itemized listing of
all of her purchasers identif yin g each item by name, size,
cost per item, and price per ounce, I

Results of the laboratory evaluation indicate that com-
puterized checkout systems will reduce operating costs
of retail food stores by 5~J to 7 percent, excluding the
cost of implementing the system, with slight variations
depending upon the procedures used to checkout the
customers order. The estimated savings were approximate-
Iy 1.2 to 1,5 percent of sales which is substantially
more than the net earnings after taxes of .92 percent
as reported by food chains for 1969, The savings esti-
mates were based on the laboratory evaluation and an
assumed representative supermarket with annual sales
of $4 million. The potential savings figures do not in-
clude estimates for the presumed additional economic
benefits that will result from having current, accurate
product and management information,

In a simulated test in which a split checkstand was
used, optical scanning improved checkstand throughput
18 percent, A 19 percent improvement in productivity
was realized when the shopper unloaded the cart. For
a store with a $4 million annual sales volume, the 18
percent increase in productivity represents a cost saving
of $16,200 or a 1.9 percent reduction in operating costs,
The 19 percent increase in productivity would result
in a saving of $17,424 annua]ly or 2,1 percent reduction
in operating costs. An individual groc&-y item can be
scanned and recorded in 1.14 seconds versus 1.74
seconds with a conventional register.

Checkout errors were reduced by an estimated $14,200
or 57 percent using optical scanning, This represents a
reduction in operating costs of 1,7 percent annually,
In addition, it is estimated that the length of time
necessary to train checkers could be reduced by 33
percent.

Once universal product codes are placed on the grocery
items by manufacturers, the need for price marking and
repricing can be eliminated. A reduction in time spent
taking inventory and ordering could result in potential
savings of $10,200 or 1.2 percent of operating costs.

For the first time, the retailer can have instantaneous
current product movement data which can be used for
such specific studies as ( 1 ) shelf space allocation, (2) de-
partment profitability, (3) labor scheduling, (4) con-
signed goods identification, (5) shrinkage, (6) adver-
tising and promotion, (7) pricing decisions, (8) new
item evaluation, (9) out of stocks, ( 10) selecting prod-
uct mix, and (11 ) other statistical data. Management
will have a wealth of product movement information
by individual product, department, store, and chain for
each day, week, month, and year. Effective use of this
information will result in substantial savings and reduced
operating costs,

There is less public information available on other

computerized checkout systems. The Marketron sYstem
that was undergoing store tests in Connecticut and Cali-
fornia was removed from the stores and the company
filed for bankruptcy under Chapter XI in March of this
year, The Marketron Retailer System was based on
having the checker manually input product identification
codes through a keyboard. The code consisted of four
numbers in most instances, with low number codes being
reserved for the fastest moving items. IMS had plans
for introducing an optical scanner with its system in a
retail store this past summer but were unable to do so
because of the financial problem:. It is difficult to assess
the impact of this company failure on the industry. It
may very likely delay the start of in-store tests of other
systems while both retailers and manufacturers alike seek
to determine the probable causes of the IMS failure,

The Jewel Company has been testing a manual entry
electronic indexing device in one of its stores for the
past 18 months, Involving a 10 key indexing device,
cash drawer, receipt printer, and logic system, Jewel’s
in-store computer terminal uses prices rather than codes
and has successfully convinced management of the feasi-
bilityy of an electronic checkout system. In fact, they
have announced a tentative pkm to have electronic
checkouts installed in approximately one-fourth of their
stores by July 1, 1973.

Zellweger, Ltd. had announced plans to have their
APOSS Checkout Systenl installed in a supermarket in
Europe a couple of months ago, The APOSS symbol
consists of a series of concentric circles of varying widths
radiating out from a central point, It is read by passing
the coded merchandise over a laser scanner that is fixed
in the checkout counter. The checker pl~ces the items
in the bag after passing them over the scanner, Special
procedures are needed for handling difficult shaped
items, such as those too small to be labeled or too large
to be placed on the belt. At this time there has been
no published report on whether the store test is actually
underway or not.

RCA demonstrated their proposed symbol and an elec-
tronic scanning device at SMI in May 1971. It is
similar in design ancl operation to the Zellweger system,
WhiIe there has been no public announcement of in-
tention to have a store test, it has been reported that
one is planned early next Year. Some of the other firms
that have publicly announced electronic checkout sys-
tems inchlde NCR, Sweda, Olivetti, Friden Division of
Singer, American Regitel Corp,, Sharp Corp. and Shinko
Electric Co, of Japan, Of the models introduced by
these companies, the NCR, Sweda, American Regitel,
and Friden are designed primarily for department stores.
The Olivetti uses auto-adhesive magnetic tape tabs which
are removed from the item at the checkout and in-
serted into a slot in the machine, The Sharp and Shinko
model is a manual input electronic cash register.

AS indicated earlier, the computerized checkout sys-
tem will affect most areas of operation at the retail
store. In order to effectively obtain the maximum poten-
tial for the system, there are many related operations
that still need to be studied and evaluated, Not the
least of these is a successful test store installation under
normal operating condition to verify projected potential
savings, Some of the other types of research that should
be undertaken inchlde:

(1) Research to determine the best means for printing
and applying product identification code labels on
merchandise. Until these codes are printed on the
containers at the point of manufacture or process-
ing, it will be necessary to apply them at the retail
store or at tbe warehouse.
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(2) Research to develop cost benefit estimates for the
many types of management information reports that
could be generated from data provided by the
svstem.

(3) &stomer, checker, and management acceptance of
all aspects of the system.

(4) Research to determine the best methods for han-
dling perishable items to effectively utilize optical
scanning.

(5) Work needs to be done to determine the optimum
design for a checkstand that will appropriately in-
corporate the bagging function.

(6) Studies should be undertaken for the benefit of
the small independent retailer to determine how

he may effectively achieve some of the efficiencies
made possible by the system.

(7) Research should be undertaken to determine the
impact on warehouse costs.

(8) Finally, all operating procedures at the retail store,
warehouse, and headquarters levels having a direct
bearing on the system, should be evaluated to
determine the most effective procedures to be
followed to achieve an economical operation with-
out sacrificing customer satisfaction.

In summary, in-store testing of computerized checkout
systems will be a reality in the near future with probable
wide-spread adoption of the systems beginning in about
five years.
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